2006 cobalt engine

SS is an abbreviation of Super Sport , a historic moniker used by Chevrolet to denote high
performance upgrades that meet certain criteria. The following year, a naturally aspirated 1SS
model equipped with GM's new 2. Production of the supercharged coupe continued until , and
after a brief hiatus the SS relaunched in the second quarter of with a more efficient and powerful
turbocharged 2. See timeline. In a review, journalist Patrick George called it the best compact
car ever made by General Motors, and a potential "future classic". General Motors used five
different inline-four engines in the Cobalt over the course of production, and designated three
as SS models. It was available as a Supercharged coupe only. The naturally aspirated 2. The 2. It
was initially available only as a coupe until a sedan option was offered for the model year but
again deleted for after less than were produced. Compared to the base Cobalt, the SS has lower
front and rear fascias for a more aggressive look with integrated fog lights , side rocker
moldings, interior accents, and a chrome exhaust tip. Exclusive to the 2. LSD was optional for
models performance package came with LSD and was standard in models from to GM offered
dealer-installed performance upgrade packages called "stage kits" that were covered by factory
warranty. Wheel hop, wheelspin , and a general lack of traction were problems frequently
encountered with the supercharged Cobalt due to its front drive setup and relatively high
torque. Upgraded front and rear trans and motor mounts would help to alleviate these issues.
The LSJ engine did not meet emissions requirements for the model year, and General Motors'
contract with Eaton had expired. To activate launch control, the driver presses twice on the
traction control button which first turns off traction control, and then notifies the driver through
the Driver's Information Center that Competitive Mode is active and launch control is ready for
use. Turbocharged Cobalt owners have found that better times can be achieved while racing
when the car is manually launched. New for was the aforementioned four-door sedan option, as
well as an optional "reconfigurable performance display" RPD for the coupe only. The kit can be
installed by the owner of the car, but final alteration of the vehicle's engine control unit must
take place at a GM dealer. It featured the 2. Brakes on the 2. Reviews of the supercharged Cobalt
SS were generally positive. While the Cavalier received very negative reviews, [13] the
supercharged Cobalt was seen as an improvement, and a worthy first entry for GM into the
tuner market. However, the general fit and finish was poor, and power levels were not up to par
with other competitors. It's almost like it cut everything in half. Since the interior is hardly
changed other than the seats, those criticisms remain. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Motor vehicle. Combined with the flexible engine, and especially considering the price, this is a
really fine effort, a good package for a front-drive car. The Columbus Dispatch. Archived from
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General Motors. Lordstown, Ohio , United States [1]. Power-assisted four-wheel disc with
standard anti-lock; 38mm Brembo four-piston fixed callipers in front and 40mm single-piston
rear callipers. Sequential multi-port fuel injection with high-flow injectors and electronic throttle

control. Getrag F23 5-speed manual. GM Europe F35 5-speed manual. Cobalt SS Supercharged
Coupe. Cobalt SS. Cobalt Sport. Pontiac Pursuit GT Canada only. Pontiac G5 GT. Saturn ION3.
Cobalt SS Turbo Coupe. Cobalt SS Turbo Sedan. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police
Pursuit Vehicle. SS is an abbreviation of Super Sport , a historic moniker used by Chevrolet to
denote high performance upgrades that meet certain criteria. The following year, a naturally
aspirated 1SS model equipped with GM's new 2. Production of the supercharged coupe
continued until , and after a brief hiatus the SS relaunched in the second quarter of with a more
efficient and powerful turbocharged 2. See timeline. In a review, journalist Patrick George called
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General Motors. Lordstown, Ohio , United States [1]. Power-assisted four-wheel disc with
standard anti-lock; 38mm Brembo four-piston fixed callipers in front and 40mm single-piston
rear callipers. Sequential multi-port fuel injection with high-flow injectors and electronic throttle
control. Getrag F23 5-speed manual. GM Europe F35 5-speed manual. Cobalt SS Supercharged
Coupe. Cobalt SS. Cobalt Sport. Pontiac Pursuit GT Canada only. Pontiac G5 GT. Saturn ION3.
Cobalt SS Turbo Coupe. Cobalt SS Turbo Sedan. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police
Pursuit Vehicle. Can anyone please help. Will a cavalier 2. Or could someone just tell me what
all engines can replace my 2. Why not just keep it simple and replace it with the same thing?
Raven answered 2 years ago. Its an 11 year old Cobalt. It's not worth the massive expense and
time required to change it to a different engine. What's the problem with your engine? The
Ecotec is one of the toughest and most reliable engines out there. That's why GM and all it
subsidiaries use it in just about everything they build. Cillie answered 2 years ago. I habe a
chevy cobalt 2. Mine is going out what other motor can I replace it with that will work.. My
cousin cause he can take 2 different motors and get them to work for mine Please help. Don't
waste time an money trying to make other motors work. The days of being able to easily mix
and match engines are long gone. You need a 2. If you want your car running again sooner
rather than later tell your cousin not to get creative. There are hundreds of these cars in
wrecking yards, finding the right engine should take about 3 phone calls at the most.
GuruX2DJL answered 2 years ago. I am needing to know if a 2. Dimple answered 7 months ago.
Kellie answered 4 months ago. The 2. I have a Cobalt that has had 3 different motors in it since I
bout my Cobalt new 12 years ago. The bolt holding the timing cover on will start to come loose
and the tensioner slips, causing the timing chain to get loose and then started shredding the
valves. By the time you notice the problem it is too late, you need a whole new engine. The last
engine I tried was out of a Cavalier and it did not work, only fired on 2 cylinders of the 4. If it is a
Cobalt, go with a or 2. Anything else will cause more headaches than it is worth. Where did you
hear that the Ecotec 2. Jlwaltripsr22 answered 4 months ago. Still starts right up and will drive
but wont go over 40 mph! Have parked till I find the time to find the problem and fix it! Cobalts
have many many many issues but never had an issue with the motor till now! It's a machine.
Machines eventually wear out. That top end tapping sounds like a timing chain problem.
Definitely don't drive it till you find out for sure. It's easily repaired now, but if it skips the
valeves hit the pistons and that will be the end of the car. Thanks munron! Gives me a good
place to start looking! This is the first engine like this I've ever had! I did the water pump prior to
this issue but I used the specialty tool to keep the timing chain intact! But may have caused
issues? I've replaced just about every part on this car! New rims and tires, new suspension, all
new front end parts, new rotors and brakes, new head light assemblies, new interior door
handles, new ac compressor, new belt, new water pump and thermostat, new plugs, keep oil
changed! It isn't the 2. Did have a intermittent issue with the anti theft system! I doubt that you
caused the problem. As I said, things do wear out. And of course that may not be the problem at
all. Still have it with about , miles on it. Your experience shows what consistent care and
maintenance can do. I need to replace the drivers side door on a Chevy Cobalt. What years are
interchangeable? Can I put a Chevy Cobalt LT rear end on a Chevy Cobalt rear end 05 is 4 lug 07
is Five lug nuts will it fit besides the drums for tire mounting? I have a cobalt with a 2. I need to
know what motors are interchangeable with it. The guy that is supposed to be getting a motor
for me told me that basically I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Cobalt question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search
Chevrolet Cobalt Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History.
Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Blow out price. This vehicle is a trade in
liquidation. This is a non-certified vehicle. Vehicle to be sold in as-is condition. This vehicle is
not eligible for financing through the dealership. Vehicle comes with one key. This fun to drive
vehicle is 4CYL, 2. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and
make an offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated business for over 25
years with multiple locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase.
Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location The exterior is a dazzling arrival blue meta. With a crash test
rating of 4 out of 5 stars, everyone can feel secure. Come see us today and see this one in
person! We have been voted Mankato's 1 place to purchase a New or Used Car since We are the
most positive reviewed dealer in the area. Our mission statement is simple: To be so effective
we are able to be helpful to others. Call or stop by today and see the difference. Just Ask

Around. Recent Arrival! It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. Baja Cuota Inicial! Price is a cash price or with approved credit.
Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Come see why we are the 1
Chevrolet dealership in the Midwest and 18 in the entire country. On top of that we have also
been awarded Dealer of the year the last 4 years. Proudly serving: St. While we make every
attempt to ensure pricing accuracy. Dealer not responsible for computer or human error, dealer
reserves the right to change prices due to human or computer error. Price does not include tax,
title, license, or administration fees. While we make every attempt to ensure pricing accuracy,
Dealer is not responsible for computer or human error and reserves the right to change prices if
such error occurs. Feel free to click on the Carfax. It is FREE! Powered by a 2. This Front Wheel
Drive Coupe will help you own the road as it earns near 32mpg on the highway. Inside our SS,
the sport cloth seating keeps you sitting high on the road while the sun shines in through the
sunroof. This Cobalt SS is ready to conquer the road and provide you with an awesome ride!
Print this page and call us Now The moment you walk into our showroom, we intend to help you
find a car you'll love. See dealer for additional details. Call us Taday! Odometer is miles below
market average! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 93 Coupe Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Manual Engine Type Gas 4. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive
Cylinders 4 cylinders 4. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I'm calling out the reviewer who reviewed this car
originally. So, on that bomb shell, lets begin. The car has been awesome, I have had it for a year
and put on 20,km. The car has gobbles up twisty mountain roads with ease and inspires
confidence. I think the car edmunds acquired had the cheapest tires around or are trying to get
you to buy a civic. As per the dire lack of interior storage, this has adequate storage for the
commute unless you have to store a body with you on your commute, but then again you would
be using the massive trunk for that. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. I love my vehicle. It's old
and occasionally has problems, but generally it's been one of the best cars I've ever owned. My
vehicle runs well as long as it is taken care of maintenance wise. It has had an issue with the
gas fumes and not starting, had to take it in for that. There was also a recall for the engine
shutting off while driving, now it is fixed. It is comfortable to drive, the back seats lay down
when needed for extra space in the trunk. It has airbags on both sides. The fuse for the lighter
has gone out and does not work anymore. The automatic windows work well. The fob has
stopped working and now the locks have to be manually locked otherwise the alarm goes off
when unlocked with the key. Otherwise it is a reliable car the headlights come on automatically
when it gets dark. I bought the car used. So far it has been a pretty good car. Just had to do
some normal things. I did have to do the exhaust. The belt did blow and took out some stuff. So
I did end up having to do alternator, tensioner pulley. Other than that the car has been good. Not
anything fancy at all. But good commuter car. Gets good gas mileage. Does good going through
snow with snow tires on it. Would recommend for someone that is going to use it to drive back
and forth to work. Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. SS Supercharged. Select
Model: LS. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Exterior
Features Fascias, front and rear, includes body-color grille Optional Mirrors, outside rearview,
manual, Black Optional Door handles, body-color Optional Glass, Solar-Ray light tinted Optional
Wipers, intermittent, front, speed-sensitive Optional Headlamps, halogen, includes automatic
exterior lamp control Optional Daytime running lamps Optional. Safety Features Air bags,
dual-stage, frontal, driver and right front passenger, includes automatic occupant sensing
Always used safety belts and proper child restraints, even with air bags. Children are safer
when properly secured in rear seat. See the Owners Manual for more safety information.
Compare Models LS. Front Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior Features Fascias, front and
rear, includes body-color grille. Fascias, front and rear, body-color, includes Black grille.
Mirrors, outside rearview, manual, Black. Mirrors, outside rearview, power, body-color. Door
handles, body-color. Moldings, bodyside, body-color. Glass, Solar-Ray light tinted. Wipers,
intermittent, front, speed-sensitive. Headlamps, halogen, includes automatic exterior lamp
control. Daytime running lamps. Seat, driver, height adjuster, 4-way manual. Cruise control,
electronic with set and resume speed, steering wheel mounted. Seat, easy entry, front
passenger. Cargo convenience net, trunk. Steering column, tilt. Visors, vanity mirrors, covered,
driver and front passenger, includes driver map pocket. Steering wheel, urethane. Floormats,
carpeted, front, includes B35 Floormats, rear. Instrumentation, includes speedometer, fuel
gauge, tachometer and Driver Information Center with outside temperature, warning messages
and programmable menu features. Windows, power, includes driver express-down and

passenger lockout. Console, floor, includes 2 power outlets. Lighting, interior, trunk and dual
reading. Visors, vanity mirror, front passenger, includes driver map pocket. Door locks, power,
includes Remote Keyless Entry, lockout protection and content theft security. Cupholders, dual
front and dual rear. Defogger, side windows. Defogger, rear-window, electric. Lighting, interior,
trunk and single dome. Trunk release, remote. Air conditioning, front manual, includes air
filtration system. Sound system feature, 4-speakers. Compare Safety Features Air bags,
dual-stage, frontal, driver and right front passenger, includes automatic occupant sensing
Always used safety belts and proper child restraints, even with air bags. Safety belts, 3-point, all
positions. Safety belts, 3-point, all positions, front height adjustable. Door locks, child security,
rear. Christina N wrote on February 12, Sarah C wrote on February 12, Daniel T wrote on
November 28, See All Reviews Continue to Overview. To be clear, that torch is burning bright
with widespread power steering issues , electrical curiosities and a dangerous ignition switch
defect which led to a massive recall by GM. There are many other comments about the misfiring
cylinders and rough running engine on these Cobalts. I owned my Cobalt since the winter of
with less than 30k miles on it. The engine started sputtering and even dying at low RPM's
around 80k miles like when braking at a red light or stop sign, as the RPM's dipped it would
sputter and sometimes die. This happened on and off and I could never get it to do it during a
routine maintenance to prove to the mechanic I wasn't crazy. I limped it to a buddies house and
read the code: Random Cylinder misfires. We changed the spark plugs as it was about k miles
by this point but that didn't help. Fuel pressure was good, so we went bought a new ignition coil
set and installed it a very easy install on this car The new ignition coil fixed the problem! The
car ran fine for about a year then it did the same thing, randomly misfiring and throwing the
code with the flashing check engine light. The ignition coil has a lifetime warranty so I brought it
back to O'Riellys and exchanged it for another one. Problem fixed. Until it happened 2 more
times! I have had 4 new ignition coils in this car, and the problem always came back. And so far
the problem has been solved for the longest time. Thank O'Riellys for the lifetime warranty
because I don't have much money into this repair. But the problem is a sign that something is
definitely wrong with the electric system on the car. I have had a solid engine light and random
misfire code off and on for a month. Under hard acceleration the light flashes and the misfire is
very noticeable. Mileage has dropped off significantly. I changed the fuel filter and added gas
line antifreeze thinking it maybe a fuel problem. These made no change. I have changed the
spark plugs and have not completely eliminated the random misfire. As soon as I drove away
the car was running rough, idling hard, and kept acting as if it was going to stall on me. I went
back to the dealership and was told that it was just a coincidence that this happened after
having it worked on by them, even though the car was running perfectly before that. They
looked at the car and told me that my 3 cylinder was misfiring and that a coil needed to be
replaced and I should have my , mile tune up done now to change the spark plugs in order to fix
the problem. My car is only at the 74, mile mark. Their rep even made a point of letting me know
that my warranty was no longer covered "because of the years not the mileage". After reading
the comments from everyone else with this problem, I am now worried that doing the tune up
and changing the spark plugs will not fix the issue. My car is barely able to be driven and its
only been a few hours since they did the oil change My previous complaint was listed in the
wrong place so I have placed it here below but since the alarm sounded again I am adding a
new complaint. The jerking and sputtering did not happen again but this morning I was about 3
miles into my trip to work when the alarm sounded but again no warning lights came on
Previous complaint: This is the fourth time in 3 months that my car as jerked violently and acted
as though it will stall when I'm driving so bad that I've been forced to pull over and shut my car
off. So far each occurrence has been when I was going below 45 mph, but I do a lot of highway
driving for work and am concerned it will happen then too. Once it happened as I was reversing
out of my parking spot upon initial start-up of the day, once about 2 minutes into my trip while I
was still in my apartment parking lot, once when I was about 5 minutes into my trip today's and
once when I was on my way home from work about 10 minutes into my trip. If I shut my car off
for a minute and restart it seems to not happen again for a few weeks. A ding similar to the one
that sounds if the door is ajar or the passenger doesn't have their seat belt clicked yet will
sound before it happens so I have a bit of a warning. The ding has sounded in the past and
nothing has happened but now each time it goes off my car does this. No service lights are on
and I do not get a message on my screen that says why it is sounding or what is happening. I
hope I don't kill myself or someone else if this happens on the highway. I have a Cobalt LT. My
engine light is on and is giving us a random misfire code,. We have changed the spark plugs,
ignition control module, fuel filter, spark plug boots, cleaned the intake, throttle and the
injectors with a DIY fuel system cleaning kit. You had a couple comments on your site regarding
a recall on fuel injectors. I have tried to find this recall but couldnt locate it. Could you give me

the recall. Or tell me what to try. I was told the MAP sensor and the 02 sensors. My case is that
the last december i took my car to the car dealer to be check it, because the check engine light
was on. They check it and they recommend me just Clean the injectors, they clean something o
did something on it and the check engine light was off for 3 months. On March , the check
engine light went on again and i took it back to the car dealer and then told me the problem was
a missfire. They fix it and they told me that everything is going to be good from that day and on
and i don't have to be worry anymore about the car. Two weeks later, i meant, last thursday
March 18, the check engine light went on again. At the same time, i contacted the Chevrolet
department of customer service,because it seemmed to me that something was wrong with the
car, but so far they have no made anything about that, in fact at first they used to call and tell
me that they were following the case and they will try to contact the car dealer and see was
going on. After that the customer representative don't answer the call, i left a million of message
in the phone and they don't return the call. When at last i could talk to the customer
represntative who is following the case she told me that she supposed to call me back later in
the afternoon or the next day which was yesterday and nothing happened. I call her back and i
left another message in the phone, but nothing happened again. Sometimes you feel so
frustated about the situation and you feel that nobody are willing to help, neither the car dealer
either the chevrolet like company. The car lose the warranty when it turn in miles and right now
is mile, so i have to paid from my pocket. The problem is you never know is the problem is
going to be fixed or not. We've tried to keep one of ours traditional brand names afloat, but
sometimes you see the difference in the quality and you just decide don't buy chevrolet
anymore. Today i am going to take the car once more again, hopefully, they will fix it and i won't
have to come back for the same problem, but whom know that The Cobalt was taken to a shop
and I was notified that the fuel i was using was dirty or something of that sort. Also I can't use
the fuel on base since it has high levels of ethanol which makes the cylinder 2 misfire. It comes
on and off and its really upsettin me. Anyone know what may be wrong? I had made a mistake
on my other post, both of my problems started around 38, miles sorry!! Okay well at the same
time i also had a cylinder 4 misfire. I brought it to pep boys and they checked my spark plugs
and they had no spark on them at all Well more plugs were added and it did good with no
misfire, still had a check engine light on but no codes were pulling up, well a few months later of
the car running like hell
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, I had it checked again. Well this time its a random multiple cylinder misfire. So I call up Chevy
and told them I knew about the federal emission warranty and told them I knew what was wrong
with the car and i needed it fixed and since im a woman they called me a liar. I have a print out
but I know they will not fixed it under the emission warranty so yeah, I cant get any of my engine
problems fixed due to not having any money. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask
your Chevrolet dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 7 reports replace ignition coils 1
reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email
this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Cobalt problem yet. Be the
first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

